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Partition Systems and Glass Doors 
Glass partition systems which are technically solved in all details by using glass and aluminium profiles combinations are
manufactured in world standards in accordance with design projects and our on-site applications are carried out by our
trained expert crew.

Our glass partition systems turn your spaces into bright living places...



Glass Balustrades 
Glass balustrades, laminated or tempered laminated safety glasses are produced exclusively for their
projects. Balustrades, glass to glass, stainless or aluminium posts, wood or metal hand rails, recessed on the
floor, etc. can be made in many different models. Glass balustrades will reflect your style to the places with its
flat, diagonal or curved form sand many different model options. For stylish and transparent safety in stairs,
balconies and terraces.. 







Glass Wall Coverings
Our Wall coverings which are maintenance free and not to be replaced for many years provide easy cleaning
and hygiene as well as aesthetic appearance and durability. Therefore, they are preferred by designers for
many Projects such as hotels, hospitals, residences and offices. Painted, digitally printed, plain or decorative
glasses or laminated fabrics can be covered to all types and shapes of the walls. Metal construction carriers
and wooden panel coverings where the glass is being mounted are also carried out on site by our expert crew
in accordance with the necessary technical conditions. The choice of those who desire aesthetics, durability
and hygiene in wall surfaces...



Wet Area Systems
In present, wet volume systems are used in the projects especially
in places such as shower, sauna, toilets, dressing cabins which are
of great importance in space designs. These systems are supplied
with a large variety of safety glasses and stainless accessories.

Our painted cubicle applications in the system can respond to all
designs in non-standard dimensions.

Our systems make your life easier with its original and functional
designs which are not affected by water, 
provide easy cleaning and hygiene...





Decorative Mirrors 
The first mirror which was inspired by the reflection of human's image on the water was produced 
by polishing shining lava wastes became an indispensable material our lives and decoration in today's world.
We carefully apply all kinds of mirrors in many areas from walls to ceilings, from offices to stores. 
reflects the light in the mirror to your life...



Glass Furniture
In the special unit of EXPROZONE with expert team, qualified glasses and mirrors are processed carefully
by handmade and also handled combined with UV bonding techniques to manufacture elegant glass
furnitures.





Glass Floor - Stair Step
Glass floors and stairs are produced by tempered laminated glasses in desired thicknesses 
from 2 layers up to 5 layers with special techniques.,

The technical specifications needed because of Project and static calculations are implemented 
by considering all of the safety factors.

The top glass layer can be produced with special non-slippery glass in different designs if desired.
Skywalks floor glass which is one of the most difficult applications has been successfully 
applied by EXPROZONE in many different Projects.

Your foot will get off the ground...



Glass Masonry Systems
Our Glass Masonry Systems are installed by assembling the stainless steel bolts and heavy-duty spider
hinges to clear glass onto stainless steel or glass beam-column carriers.

EXPROZONE technical TEAM is carrying out this high-precision and technical expertise required
process of dimensioning totally error-free by using 3D scanning and measuring equipment.



Shop Façade Applications
In addition to interior decoration applications of some of the best-known domestic and international brands,
EXPROZONE supply and implements various shop facade systems as well. All the required solutions,
manufacturing and applications are executed in top quality and within the required time-frame.

We face-lift the stores...





Aluminum System Application
All the interior and exterior aluminum joinery systems and their respective glazing applications 
are taken from the projecting phase, entirely supplied  by EXPROZONE.

All the systems which, if required so, can be made thermal insulated and can feature tilt and 
turn opening, sliding, folding and lift and slide options are manufactured by the top-quality materials
only and by using our skillfull craftmanship





Stainless Steel and Metal Applications
Various metal profiles and plates made from stainless steel, steel, iron, brass or aluminum can be
processed and supplied minding the required preciseness and quality in decoration projects.



Skylight - Canopy - Eaves 

Glass Skylight, Canopy and Eaves applications including metal substructures, stainless steel carriers 
and windows can be all produced and installed by our experts on turn-key basis.

Glass can be connected to the core structures or the floors in the most reliable and aestetical way by using
focal holders, bolts, spider connectors or tensile systems.

When deciding upon design, product needs and appropriate place selection, our top priority is product
safety and functionality.



Decorative Glass
EXPROZONE can supply, process and install various kinds of different glass types in accordance 
with designed needs.

By using ADVANCED Lamination technology, we are able to laminate metal mesh, 
fabrics, pile fabrics, organic materials or digitally printed glass.

Enamelling and Epoxi coating are available in any colour for flat or curved glass.

Light transmitive laminated glass can be produced in various colours by using coloured PVB film. 

Our applications are limited by your imagination only.


